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The Contradictions of Exile: Escape, Testimony, and
Ethics in Gao Xingjian’s One Man’s Bible

Sebastian Veg
EHESS (School for Advanced Studies in Social Sciences, Paris)

Edward Said devoted one of his famous lectures on intellectuals to
the question of exile, titled “Expatriates and Marginals.” In it he defines
exile not as a simple separation, but “a median state, neither completely at
one with the new setting, nor fully disencumbered of the old, beset with
half-involvements and half-detachments, nostalgic and sentimental at one
level, an adept mimic or a secret outcast on another” (Said 1994, 49). Referring to Adorno, Said also describes this critical distance as the need to
refuse “prefabricated homes” (Said 2000, 184). Displacement cannot be
equated with separation, but conversely, belonging does not always mean
identification: “Even intellectuals who are lifelong members of a society
can, in a manner of speaking, be divided into insiders and outsiders: those
on the one hand who belong fully to the society as it is […] and on the other
hand, […] the state of never being fully adjusted, always feeling outside the
chatty, familiar world inhabited by natives, so to speak, tending to avoid
and even dislike the trappings of accommodation and national well-being”
(Said 1994, 52−53).
Exile thus defines an “actual condition” but also a “metaphorical position”: “outside the mainstream, unaccommodated, unco-opted, resistant”
(Said 1994, 52).This position functions as a paradigm for the situation of
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intellectuals in general: Adorno can be considered its epitome when he argues “It is part of morality not to be at home in one’s home.”1 Said further
develops this view by suggesting that intellectuals should “hold nations at
bay.” Quoting Julien Benda against Matthew Arnold, he argues that intellectuals should always exercise criticism before solidarity and show that
groups or collectives are not natural, against the dominant norms that are
“always exacting loyalty and subservience rather than intellectual investigation and re-examination” (Said 1994, 36). Similarly, Said argues that
intellectuals should be amateurs, not because they cannot be specialized,
or even erudite, but because he believes they should be exiles within their
discipline, questioning the accepted norms of the community, and not
hesitating to cross borders and travel to unexplored territories, practicing
“archaeology” in Foucault’s sense.2 In contrast with Adorno, Said argues
that exile and marginality are also a source of pleasure: they stand for an attitude of irony, skepticism, playfulness, rather than negativity or cynicism.
Gao Xingjian 高行健 (1940−) has developed similar views of the
role of the writer, most famously expressed in his essay “Without -isms”
(1993): against the stifling encroachment of politics and ideologies, he believes that writers’ loyalties should be first and foremost to themselves. In a
more recent essay, he goes so far as to single out “identity—the sickness of
literature” 認同──文學的病痛, to which writers of Chinese language
are particularly vulnerable: “This kind of identity is always connected to
political power, it derives from the needs of politics: identifying with a
country or a nation erases the writer’s individual voice, making the writer
into a spokesperson for a country or a people” (Gao 2014, 59). This applies
not only to nation-states, but also to cultural identity: “Each writer is more
1

Adorno 1951, 38−39 quoted in Said 1994, 57.

2

Amateurism is defined as an “unquenchable interest in the larger picture, in making
connections across lines and barriers, in refusing to be tied down to a specialty, in
caring for ideas and values despite the restrictions of a profession.” See Said 1994,
76.
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or less attracted to their culture, they preserve and discard what they like,
creating their own self-understanding [renzhi], which dissolves into their
creation and, conversely, they each transform and enrich their national
culture. The writer is a creator of national culture, not the guardian of its
cultural heritage” (Gao 2014, 62). Gao in this way suggests that writers can
function as exiles within their own language and cultural tradition, questioning mainstream norms and unearthing parallel sources of tradition,
echoing some of Said’s ideas.
Gao’s resolve to remain apart from national and cultural collectives
was further strengthened when he was awarded the Nobel Prize in 2000,
which is often showcased by nation-states as a source of cultural prestige. In
Gao’s case, the controversy that ensued was only sharpened by China’s “Nobel complex”: the strong desire of the PRC’s cultural and political elites
to obtain formal international recognition through institutions like the
Nobel Prize (underpinned by a deliberate drive to cultivate such institutions and their members) (Larson and Kraus 1989), while at the same time
demanding that such recognition be bestowed only on figures deemed by
the state to be “representative” of the PRC cultural establishment (Lovell
2002). Of course the Nobel committee regularly delights in awarding prizes to writers who are at odds with their home countries, whether they are
physically exiled (Brodsky), under political duress at home (Solzhenitsyn),
or simply at odds with dominant cultural currents (for example in recent
years Elfriede Jelinek, Dario Fo or Harold Pinter). When Beijing criticized
the award as “politically motivated” and made only negative comments on
Gao’s œuvre, minimizing or actively belittling his Chinese-language work
even as he was celebrated in Hong Kong and Taipei, Gao reaffirmed the
posture of an unattached individual, a man without a home and “without
isms,” a typical modernist stance advocating absolute autonomy of art from
politics.
Before it became an intellectual posture, exile in the sense of physical
displacement was a repeated pattern in Gao Xingjian’s life. Born in 1940 in
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Jiangxi, he left China in 1987 for Germany, where he had been invited for a
one-year residency. He then extended his stay abroad by moving to France,
where he was in 1989, when the democracy movement unfolded and was
violently repressed. Gao chose to apply for political asylum, declaring on
French television that he would not return to China as long as it remained
a dictatorship (Dutrait 2001, 151).3 He also wrote a play about the events,
Escape 逃亡, which succeeded in angering both the regime and the dissidents by portraying not only state violence but also casting doubts on the
moral stance of the student protesters; the New York theatre that commissioned the play ultimately declined to stage it (Gao 2007, 69).4 Belinda
Kong has argued that, beginning with this play, Gao Xingjian magnified
the antagonistic relation between literature and politics inherited from the
Tiananmen episode into a philosophical principle with general validity. In
his theory of non-commitment, exile, defined as the refusal to belong to a
polity and to act as a citizen, becomes a condition for survival (Kong 2010,
53).5
Gao’s decision to remain in France was only the last episode in a series
of escapes and exiles that punctuated his life even within China. In this
respect, it is significant that two major experiences of internal displacement are used as thematic starting points for his two full-length novels.
Soul Mountain 靈山, begun in 1982 and completed in Paris in 1989, is
structured around the narrator’s wanderings in the remote rural regions of
the upper Yangtse, escaping from the political persecutions and “central”
culture of the capital. Material from the author’s own biography overlaps
with the storyline: Gao Xingjian left Beijing to escape the anti-spiritual
3

Of course, Gao was not the only Chinese writer in this situation. For an overview
(but which does not mention Gao), see Krämer 1999.

4

For a discussion of this controversy, see Kong 2010, 62−64.

5

Kong further borrows Agamben’s vocabulary to argue that Gao’s theory of exile
reduces individuals to “bare life” (Kong 2010, 60). This view does not tally with
the ultimately more positive understanding of exile in the present essay.
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pollution campaign in 1983 after his play The Bus Stop 車站 became one
of its targets and he was (erroneously, as it turned out) diagnosed with lung
cancer. Written later (in France from 1996 to 1998) but going back earlier
in Gao’s life, One Man’s Bible 一個人的聖經, engages with the historical
material of Gao’s first “exile,” when he was sent down to a “May Seventh
cadre school” during the purge of cadres in the beginning of the Cultural
Revolution.
The central importance of the themes of exile and escape in Gao
Xingjian’s literary works, as well as the autobiographical connections they
evoke, raise questions about how to understand Gao’s position as an exiled
intellectual in the sense of Adorno’s pronouncement “not being at home
in one’s home.” For a writer or a public intellectual, exile as displacement
always raises questions about intended readership and “horizons of expectation.” As Jean-Pierre Morel notes, exile creates an inevitable tension
between “expectation” and “experience,” between on the one hand accepting the impossibility of return, which implies making a clean break with
the past, and on the other maintaining a posture of loyalty—even critical loyalty—to the political or cultural nation that the exiled writer may
one day return to (Morel 2010, 15). This tension not only raises abstract
questions about identity and imagined cultural communities (as evinced
in the cultural references displayed in a work of fiction, for example), but
also translates into very concrete decisions about which language to write
in and where to publish. In 2000, Gao wrote in an essay: “As far as I am
concerned, exile rather than nostalgia was a kind of rebirth of my creativity” (Gao 2000, 166). This formulation seems to suggest that exile to him
meant a clean break with the past and the realization that he would not
return to China. Yet, Gao’s monumental first work written and published
after he left China, One Man’s Bible, was written in Chinese and a significant part of the plot is set in China. It was only later that Gao Xingjian
began writing a few shorter works in French that engaged with the French
setting. Was exile for Gao a form of liberation from the heavy burden of
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Chinese culture and history that allowed him to move on to other subjects,
or on the contrary a way of reinterpreting and thus re-appropriating them?
Studies of Gao’s work have questioned the notion of its distance from
China. Jeffrey Kinkley argues that internal displacement as a commonplace
of Chinese literature since the times of the poet Qu Yuan defines a parallel tradition of writers exiled within their culture; the most recent among
them, like Shen Congwen, used literature to take their distance with the
mainstream narrative of modernizing the nation (Kinkley 2002). The traditional connection between exile from the capital and the discovery of
“minority” cultures, far removed from Confucian centralism figures prominently in Soul Mountain. Jianmei Liu further suggests that Gao’s understanding of exile as “self-salvation” is inspired by the tradition of Zhuangzi
(Liu 2016, 211−33). Yinde Zhang draws a parallel with One Man’s Bible,
in which the quest for a stable past diffracts into a variety of personal experiences of guilt, survival, and forgetting (Zhang 2010, 25−33). Gang Gary
Xu and Carlos Rojas each make the case that the Other (in terms of gender,
but also arguably culture in the case of the foreign woman in One Man’s
Bible) remains inaccessible to the male, Han-Chinese narrator of Gao’s two
novels, a configuration of exile which struggles to break with sameness and
past identities (Rojas 2002, Xu 2002). Julia Lovell suggests that despite
Gao’s posture as a writer “without isms” who has broken ties with China,
the Nobel Committee, by singling out his Chinese-language, politically-themed works in its citation, was rewarding his status as a kind of closet
dissident (Lovell 2006, 178). However, although they evoke otherness and
displacement, none of these studies deals directly with the issue of exile.
The present essay proposes to focus more closely on One Man’s Bible
as encapsulating some of the tensions and contradictions of exile as a theme
in Gao’s work and worldview. In an interview given in 1993, Gao Xingjian
envisaged exile as an irreversible break with Chinese culture and a turning
point in his writing:
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With writings outside China, it’s not only the language that changes,
but objectives also change, even the way the material is handled. After Soul Mountain was finished in September 1989, I felt as though
I’d got over a “China complex.” The background to Soul Mountain
was all in China, and completing it was like coming to a full stop; it
ended my nostalgia for China (Gao and Yang 2002, 118).
While Soul Mountain can be read as a reckoning with “Chinese culture,”
in the form of a quest in which Soul Mountain as the impossible cultural
center remains elusive, One Man’s Bible marks a return to China after the
author claims to have broken with it. Structurally, the narrative consists of
a series of flashbacks, in which the narrator, now abroad, remembers the
Cultural Revolution. Written in France, but in Chinese, the novel, therefore, presents itself as a detached re-envisioning of China from an outside
standpoint, without “nostalgia” or sympathy for the “China complex.”
If, as Gao argues, exile is not only a biographical contingency, but
represents the essence of a writer’s position with respect to reality, a position situated critically with respect to any culture or national history, as
well as at a distance from all forms of political power and responsibility
towards the reader, how does this viewpoint determine the framing of China’s culture and recent history in One Man’s Bible? How does the narrator’s
position relate to Gao’s ideal of “cold literature,” in which the writer has no
responsibility towards the reader and remains on the margins of society?
(Gao 2008, 78−81). Although Said proposed a similar definition of the
intellectual as exile, he also noted that “Politics is everywhere, there can
be no escape into the realms of pure art and thought or, for that matter,
into the realm of disinterested objectivity or transcendental theory” (Said
1994, 21). For this reason, Belinda Kong argues that Gao’s and Said’s conception of the intellectual, though in some ways similar, are fundamentally
incompatible (Kong 2010, 51).
A close reading of One Man’s Bible, an exile novel that both deals
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with China and takes a distance from China, introduces some nuances
into Gao’s own assertions and illustrates the tensions or contradictions of
using exile as a model for literature. This raises the question of whether One
Man’s Bible ultimately undermines Gao Xingjian’s own literary paradigm.
However, before answering this question in the affirmative, several nuances
should be introduced. Firstly, Gao Xingjian the author is not coterminous
with the narrator of the novel. The fact that the narrator is ultimately unable to sustain his refusal to remember his Chinese past may be interpreted
as a form of self-irony that Gao Xingjian the author uses to poke fun at
his own sometimes dogmatic position and undermine his own statements.
After all, Gao does not argue that he has achieved a complete separation
from Chinese culture; only from nostalgia for it. Secondly, it is also possible that different forms of identification are at work. While Gao rejects
the ethno-cultural definition of identity that naturalizes cultural communities, he may be more open to a critical dialogue between individuals and
collectives along the European model of civic identification. Therefore, the
impossibility of a break with China that seems to play out in the novel may
not be a simple return to the “obsession with China,” but rather a rethinking of how a writer may identify with a nation or culture.
Exile as Theme and Structural Device
Leaving and breaking with China are clearly identified as themes in the
novel, as early as chapters 3 and 5. Since the odd-numbered chapters are devoted to evoking China and the past, these two chapters occupy an important position, immediately following a dreamy meditation on family history
based on a photograph of the narrator in chapter 1. They serve as boundary
markers: chapter 3 marks the narrator’s departure (which he does not yet
know will be a final one), chapter 5 explores the impossibility of return, in
the form of a nightmare.
In chapter 3, the character, designated by the third person pronoun
“he,” receives an invitation to travel abroad and, eventually, the passport
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and visa that allow him to leave. At first, this departure appears simply as
a temporary episode: “At the time, he simply wanted to free himself, […]
to be able to breathe happily for a while” (Gao 2003, 24). But, when going through immigration where the officer harasses him, and after hearing
someone call out to him who he surmises to be the nurse with whom he
is in a relationship, “A thought flashed through his mind: this was not his
country” (Gao 2003, 24). Once he has boarded the plane, he retraces his
line of thought:
Before that, it had not occurred to him that he might leave this country. On the runway, taking off at Beijing airport, there was an intense
whirring as the plane shuddered and was then instantly airborne.
He suddenly felt that maybe—at the time he felt only maybe—he
would never return to the land below the window. This expanse of
[yellow] earth that people called homeland was where he was born
and had grown up, it was where he had been educated, had matured
and had suffered, and where he never thought he would leave. But
did he have a homeland? […] It was later that this question arose and
the answer gradually became clear (Gao 2003, 24). 6
Here the break with China is presented as inescapable. The narrator
takes his distance with the collective notion of “homeland” or “motherland” (祖國 zuguo) by fragmenting his life into a series of purely individual
images, calling the notion itself into question. The yellow earth, to which
the narrator acknowledges no attachment, is later echoed by a reference to
the Yellow River, a trope for the cradle of Chinese civilization, which provides the narrator with a kind of negative revelation: “Was this fast-flowing, brown, muddy river the Yellow River that had been praised in songs
6

Words in brackets have been modified from Mabel Lee’s translation (in this instance, huang tudi is translated as “grey-brown earth”) for closer resonance with the
original. See Gao 2014b, 23.
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over the ages? Did the ancient civilization of China originate here?” (Gao
2003, 233–34). The demystifying effect is further strengthened by a description of how the protagonist struggles with a torrent of mud: “But this
muddy soup was not for humans, and even fish and shrimp would find it
hard to survive in it. […] This great muddy river, which was virtually dead,
shocked him and filled him with desolation” (Gao 2003, 234). In this manner, the novel marks a break with China that is not only coincidental and
due to political difficulties but obeys a deeper form of necessity.
Conversely, chapter 5 begins by describing how “he” returns to his
Beijing apartment, and is informed by his former section head (who in reality has died many years ago) that “his apartment had been confiscated”
(Gao 2003, 32). The reader gradually understands that the scene is a nightmare, which the narrator finally comments as follows:
He had not had that sort of nightmare for a long time, and if he had
dreams they didn’t have much to do with China. […] When people
said […] that surely he thought about China, he would say both of
his parents were dead. What about being homesick? He had already
committed such feelings to the grave. He had left the country ten
years ago and refused to think about the past. He believed he had
broken with it a long time ago (Gao 2003, 33–34).
In this sense, the project of One Man’s Bible appears as a kind of paradox: if,
like the narrator, the author has no more connection, no more nostalgia, or
even no more wish to remember his life in China, why would he undertake
to write a novel about China? In the quoted passages, there is, of course, a
contrast between the narrator’s asserted resolution to not remember, even
in his dreams, and the return of the past in the form of an unwanted nightmare, which explains the qualification “he believed he had broken with it,”
suggesting he has not been able to fully accomplish this break. There is
probably also a form of authorial irony at work in this passage, directed at
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the main character.
While exile is presented as a form of liberation, the novel is more like
a nightmare that disturbs the freedom of the exiled narrator:
He was now a free-flying bird. This inner freedom had no attachments, was like the clouds, the wind. […]
Freedom is not a human right conferred by heaven. Nor does
the freedom to dream come at birth: it is a capacity and an awareness that needs to be defended. Moreover, even dreams can be assailed by nightmares (Gao 2003, 34–35).
The novel encapsulates this tension between conscience and nightmare;
however, its very existence attests that a definitive liberation through exile
has failed, as the narrator suggests: “the China that you thought you had
left continues to perplex you, you must make a clean break with it” (Gao
2003, 48).
The tension that appears at the outset of the novel is echoed in its
structure. The novel alternates between chapters written in the third person, generally situated in the past and in China, most of them during the
Cultural Revolution, and chapters in the second person situated in the
present and outside China, particularly in Hong Kong and in Europe. Of
course, this dual structure also represents an alternation between evoking
China and affirming the standpoint of exile, which, in this arrangement, is
given the same importance as the main narrative encapsulated in the flashback. By alternating between pronouns, a technique Gao had already used
in Soul Mountain, the narrator introduces additional distance with the
Chinese past of the Cultural Revolution, narrated in the third person. The
distance provided by exile allows the narrator to bracket his subjectivity. In
“Literature as testimony” (2001), Gao proposes the following distinction
between literature and history:
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History inevitably bears the imprint of a ruling power and is therefore revised with each change in power. In contrast, once a literary
work is published, it cannot be rewritten. This makes the writer’s
responsibility to history even greater […] When embarking on this
sort of writing, it is best for the writer to be an observer in order
to maintain adequate distance, especially if dealing with a historical
period fraught with disasters (Gao 2008b, 54).
The alternation between “you” and “he” is a formal—indeed literary—device to express the writer’s distance from history, of which exile is a spatial
metaphor. The “you” situated outside China and in the present creates a
distance with the “he” of the Cultural Revolution, which is made necessary
not only by the narrator’s departure from Chinese territory, but also by his
resolve to break with any feeling of belonging.7
This distance is affirmed in the narrative device that is used as a justification for the formal structure of the novel. As early as chapter 2, the first
chapter in the second person, the break between “you” and China is directly paralleled with the story of Margarethe, the woman the narrator reunites
with in a hotel room in Hong Kong—an emblematic locale of transit and
exile—ten years after he has first met her in Beijing. “You say that China is
already very distant from you. She says she understands. You say you have
no homeland. She says her father is German but her mother is a Jew, so she
has no homeland either. But she can’t get away from her memories” (Gao
2003, 16). The two characters, who meet in a space that epitomizes the disconnection from all forms of geographical attachment, are united by their
shared rejection of national belonging, a rejection that determines their
reflexive engagement with their own history. Although the parallel remains
implicit (Margarethe never gives voice to her own family memories), the
7

See for example Gao’s comment on his own position: “Now it’s of immense benefit
to my psychology, an exiled writer not belonging to any ‘country’ and roaming the
world. What’s so bad about that?”, see Gao and Yang 2002, 118.
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alternating chapters also suggest an echo between the Cultural Revolution
and the Holocaust, which serves to qualify the notion that the novel has a
unique connection to Chinese history. In this sense, the alternated structure gives prominence to exile: the second person chapters express the universal dimension of the experience of exile—and indeed the second person narration invites the reader to appropriate it—while the third person
chapters reduce the Chinese experience to a specific set of “observation materials” among many other possible ones. The narrator’s reflection on the
Cultural Revolution only takes place through the experience of exile, since
the “you” (who appears only in even-numbered chapters), only engages in
the memories evoked in the odd-numbered chapters when encouraged by
the woman who “can’t get away from her memories.”
For these reasons, One Man’s Bible can be considered as a novel of
exile, firstly because the China-related subject matter is introduced in
connection with a nightmare, even as the narrator affirms his break with
his Chinese past, resonating with Said’s understanding of exile as both a
separation and a connection. Secondly, on the structural level, the plunge
into Chinese history appears as a specific form of experience, alternating
with a universal reflection that is detached from any form of cultural belonging, and is triggered by a confrontation with a different history and its
distinct experience of exile. In this manner, the novel can be understood
as both a symbolic break with “nostalgia” and the “China complex” even
as it returns to China, in a circular movement characteristic of exile. The
two should not be seen as contradictory since the return to China implies
a transformed understanding of China, purified of nostalgia and cultural
identification. Indeed, viewed against the backdrop of twentieth-century
Chinese literature, it represents a significant break with the tradition of
Chinese writers and intellectuals taking responsibility for the nation.
Exile, Testimony, Alternative Histories
How then does the novel propose to deal with China and its history? The
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first third of the novel is structured as a strict alternation of chapters in the
third person, devoted to memories (odd-numbered chapters; from chapter 7 onwards dealing exclusively with the Cultural Revolution) and chapters in the second person (even-numbered), dealing with the four days the
narrator spends with Margarethe in the hotel room and the bars of Hong
Kong. Firstly, it should be noted that the incentive for writing the novel is
repeatedly attributed to Margarethe, whereas the narrator underscores his
own opposition to the idea. In chapter 8, while he argues “What has happened is in the past, there has to be a clean break,” Margarethe replies: “No,
you can’t cut off memories, they remain submerged in your heart and from
time to time they gush out. Of course, it’s painful, but it can also give you
strength” (Gao 2003, 60). Taking issue with this notion of therapeutic remembering, the narrator advocates enjoying life in the present: “The lights
are out and you are lying in the dark on a bed with a woman, your bodies
close to one another, and you are telling her about the Cultural Revolution.
Nothing could be more futile, and only a Jewish woman with a German
brain, who has learned Chinese, could possibly be interested” (Gao 2003,
78). Not without humor, throughout the first third of the novel, the narrator depicts his attempts to seduce Margarethe, devoting long passages to
their erotic games in the hotel room, during which evoking the past only
serves to heighten the enjoyment of the present. As the narrator argues:
“You say you are not a historian, you’re lucky enough to have escaped, and
there’s no need to make another sacrifice to history” (Gao 2003, 79). For
him, the pleasure of life is synonymous with having no attachments, being
an “eternal Ulysses,” a figure Margarethe takes issue with when mocking
him in a letter: “So, find yourself a French filly to play sex games that will
gratify your fantasies, someone who will give you inspiration without adding to your suffering” (Gao 2003, 181). In fact, this character is incarnated
at the end of the novel in the figure of Sylvie who seems to spring right from
an Eric Rohmer film and represents the option of “escaping” from history
for personal enjoyment. Sylvie’s praise of pleasure is ultimately echoed by
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the you-narrator’s resolve to let go of the “he” character: “No one can free
anyone else from their suffering, so just let him leave” (Gao 2003, 441[not
translated]; Gao 2014b, 438).
Comparison and uniqueness
Should exile then be understood as synonymous with the affirmation of a
form of sensual and erotic freedom that can erase the sufferings of history?
In fact, the mechanism described in the novel seems more complex. Despite his reticence, the narrator ends up plunging into his memories, albeit
in a negative mode:
And how is Margarethe? She had dragged you into a quagmire with
writing this damn book. It is hard going forward or backward, but there
is no stopping. People are no longer interested in those worn-out stories, and you yourself are fed up with being tormented (Gao 2003, 180).
Does the narrator end up relenting, triggering a retrospection that seems
almost as painful as the events themselves, only because of his feelings for
Margarethe? Can we really take his assertion at face value that no one, least
of all he himself, is interested in his memories? It is not because they are
boring, but rather because they are painful and absurd, that the narrator
does not want to engage with them.
He is compelled to plunge into the past firstly because Margarethe
seems to misunderstand the meaning of history. When she asks him about
his first wife, who he was always terrified would inform on him, he answers:
“Those were terrifying times in China, I don’t want to talk about those old
happenings” (Gao 2003, 65). But when she replies that she is also wary of
her neighbors because Nazism may return in Germany, he angrily retorts:
“Fascism wasn’t only in Germany, you never really lived in China,
Fascism was no worse than the Cultural Revolution,” you say coldly.
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“But it wasn’t the same. Fascism was genocide, it was simply
because one had Jewish blood in one’s body. It was different from
ideologies and political beliefs, it didn’t need theories.” She raises
her voice to argue.
“Your theories are dog shit! You don’t understand China at
all and you haven’t experienced the Red Terror. It was an infectious
disease that made people go mad!” You suddenly lose your temper
(Gao 2003, 66–67).
This exchange again inserts the narrator’s reflection on recent Chinese history into a universal framework rather than a cultural or culturalist logic,
by referring to the comparison between Nazism and Communism, which
as we may note, sparked a particularly lively debate in French intellectual
circles at the time when Gao was writing his novel.8 In this context, the
guilt felt by the narrators may be similar to that felt by “internal émigrés”
in Nazi Germany.9
More substantially, this dialogue between the narrator and Margarethe suggests that the nub of the former’s resistance to remembering the
Cultural Revolution stems from the “contagious” nature of the red terror.
Indeed, it transpires from the accounts of struggles between Red Guard
factions that the character designated as “he” has also taken part in the
struggle between political factions, in order to mitigate the purge of older
cadres. In chapter 23 the reader discovers how “he” takes the place of the
former head Wu Tao on the red rostrum of political struggle sessions in his
work unit.
8

Two prominent contributions to this debate were François Furet’s The Past of an
Illusion (Le Passé d’une illusion, 1995) and Stéphane Courtois’ Black Book of Communism (Le livre noir du communisme, 1997). However, Gao does not seem to have
ever publicly commented on them.

9

Zeng Jinyan 曾金燕 compares Gao Xingjian to internal émigrés in China like
Yang Jiang 楊絳 in Zeng 2016, 225–29.
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As chair of the meeting, he had to appear harsh, even while knowing
that the slight amount of grief and resentment [shown by Wu Tao]
could hardly be defined as opposing the Great Leader. The scoundrel had to be thoroughly crushed. If restored to power, Wu would
have no qualms about having him branded a counterrevolutionary
for chairing the meeting (Gao 2003, 186).
He subsequently has Wu’s house searched but, despite the hatred he feels
in Wu, he hesitates to make use of a compromising letter turned up by the
search. Nonetheless, this episode highlights the spiral of mutual terror in
which all the actors in this political theatre are caught up.
There is another example in chapter 29, when he questions an older
cadre with a heart condition who is accused of having worked for the KMT
and warns him to confess to betraying the party: “I didn’t ask you how you
were released. If you hadn’t capitulated, would they have let you out? Speak
up! Isn’t that being a traitor?” These repeated threats are preceded by the
narrative comment: “He was acting out a repulsive role, but it was better
to be the judge than being judged by others” (Gao 2003, 229). In some
ways, even if he still tries to provide a moral justification for his acts—he
only attacked cadres who had in the past persecuted rebels and tried to
leave them with some space for their own dignity—“he” has nonetheless
at one point sided with the persecutors. In the course of a hesitant conversation, when Margarethe insistently asks “I want to know if you are a wild
animal,” he ends up answering: “You pause to think, then say, ‘Yes’” (Gao
2003, 115). This “brutalization” of life under totalitarianism introduces
in his eyes an asymmetry between Margarethe and himself, although he
tries to persuade her that this state was unavoidable and pervasive: “When
everyone had gone crazy, one turned into a wild animal” (Gao 2003, 114).
This asymmetry, which to him cannot be understood by anyone who has
not experienced the red terror, is no doubt one of the main reasons why he
advocates forgetting rather than remembering. It is therefore remarkable
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that the narrator, whose “cold” viewpoint implies re-examining Chinese
history from the outside, ends up rejecting comparisons and embracing a
Chinese exceptionalist view of the red terror.
Collective memory and individual testimony
The narrator’s rejection of politics stems from the same reason:
You want to expunge the pervasive politics that penetrated every
pore, clung to daily life, became fused in speech and action, and
from which no one at that time could escape. You want to tell about
an individual who was contaminated by politics, without having to
discuss the sordid politics itself (Gao 2003, 181–82).
His implication in the terror is precisely the result of the politicization of
every single aspect of life, which produces a wholescale rejection of politics
as a collective undertaking:
She wants to affirm her background, and what can you say to that?
What you want is precisely to remove the China label from yourself.
You don’t play the role of Christ, and don’t take the weight of the
cross of the race upon yourself, and you’re lucky enough not to have
been crushed to death (Gao 2003, 60–61).
It is precisely the over-investment of personal experience with political
meaning that “taints” it: for Gao, collective memory, commitment and the
enslavement of writers to an idea or a community are all facets of the same
problem. For this reason, the narrator symbolically dissociates his own fate
from the Chinese community and chooses to accomplish his own individuality by forgetting its common history:
She needs to search for historical memories, and you need to forget
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them. She needs to burden herself with the sufferings of the Jews
and the racial humiliation of the Turks, but you need to receive
from her body a confirmation that you are living at this instant (Gao
2003, 67).
Gao’s most interesting contribution to the discussion on memory and
the Cultural Revolution is no doubt his provocative endorsement of the
choice of exile over collective responsibility for history, and of sensual pleasure over remembering. Far from any nostalgia, his exile is a form of liberation. Just as Said embraces the joy of exile against Adorno’s negativity, Gao
Xingjian affirms the cosmopolitan hedonism inherent in the position of
unattachment.
This choice derives from a form of disillusionment. The interrogation of the old cadre in chapter 29 entails a feeling of compassion that
runs parallel to the narrator’s loss of illusions about all forms of political
commitment: “his own faith in revolution had been destroyed and he had
dispensed with the myths that the perfect new people and the glorious revolution had created” (Gao 2003, 231). This realization provokes a series of
deep-reaching questions:
Then what if one has no faith? […] Is not to be revolutionary the
same as counterrevolutionary? Is not to be a hatchet man for the
revolution the same as being a victim of the revolution? If you don’t
die for the revolution, will you still have the right to exist? And how
will you be able to escape from the shadow of revolution? (Gao
2003, 231–32).
Politics is irremediably tainted: “From then on, he was devoid of ideals” (Gao 2003, 212). This disillusion triggers a long movement of escape
which leads the narrator first to crisscross the country, ostensibly to carry
out imaginary “surveys,” then to a village cadre school, then finally to Eu-
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rope. Rejecting any doctrine, rejecting even the idea of adopting a position in reaction to the revolution leads the character to refuse to endorse
even the role of dissident. A similar version of the disillusioned intellectual
appears in the play Escape, named “Middle-Aged Man.” When the young
man who has escaped from the massacre on the square asks him: “Then
are you running away from us as well? Running away from the democracy
movement?” he answers: “I run away from everything related to the socalled collective will. […] What’s a country? Whose country? Has it taken
any responsibility for you and me? […] I’m only interested in saving myself ” (Gao 2007, 28–29). 10
While Margarethe tries to persuade the narrator of One Man’s Bible
to record his testimony in writing, he replies that his writings are worthless
in comparison with the archives that will open one day and, when she mentions Solzhenitsyn, he questions the enduring value of Solzhenitsyn’s work:
“You cut her short and say you’re not a fighter and you’re not a flag-bearer” (Gao 2003, 79). In his view, it seems that literature cannot function
as testimony without losing its autonomy. This is of course also a critique
of the formulaic “scar literature” that appeared in China in the 1980s, in
which denouncing the Cultural Revolution often meant affirming Deng’s
reforms. However, in a later essay, Gao Xingjian also provides a more nuanced version of the relations between literature and testimony:
Through retrieving lost memories, the writer seeks the truth that
history has concealed, by digging through cold historical materials,
and more importantly making reference to the experiences of living
people. Often these are the experiences of the writer himself or his
family […].
Literature that is testimony does not avoid politics—that is,
not in content. But it is not political in intent. It does not wave a
10

Belinda Kong argues that this stance “normalizes and legitimates totalitarian
power.” See Kong 2010, 70.
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flag or shout out about any particular line of political action, and
certainly does not stand in a war chariot for a particular political
faction. It therefore transcends differing political viewpoints. […]
it promotes the uncompromising independence and spiritual freedom that are passionately sought by writers (Gao 2008b, 54–55).
Whatever the narrator of One Man’s Bible may think, Gao Xingjian here
argues that literature can testify without being reduced to a political stance
and losing its autonomy. It can do so by “retrieving lost memories” and
“digging through cold historical materials,” not unlike Said’s preference for
“scouring alternative sources, exhuming buried documents, reviving forgotten (or abandoned) histories” (Said 1994, xviii).
The relationship to China that is implied in the posture of exile as it
appears in One Man’s Bible, therefore, consists of two rejections. The rejection of memory is underpinned by the certainty that pain cannot be diminished by remembering, since it also stems from a form of guilt. The figure of
the exile writer therefore to some extent overlaps with the notion of escape
running through Gao’s œuvre, which affirms the preeminence of individu�al pleasure. However, the rejection of any collective identity, in particular
political belonging, opens up a space for writing an individual, alternative
history. The narrator’s absolute refusal contrasts with Gao’s own (as well
as Said’s) agenda of exploring alternative, personal histories that call into
question the grand narratives of the collective. Following this breach, the
narrator may ultimately find a way towards alternative histories and accept
comparisons with other historical experiences. The return to China from a
position of exile does not necessarily signify the return to a grand collective
narrative of the nation-state.
Exile: The Undermining of a Literary Paradigm
Cold Literature
Exile repeatedly appears as a kind of paradigm, the epitome of a posture of
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solitude, individuality, refusing any form of collective identity. Gao’s understanding of exile is at odds with both the militant exile of the political
dissident and the paradigm of “cultural China” (文化中國 wenhua Zhongguo), in which exile becomes an opportunity to recreate a more authentic
Chinese culture outside of China. Exile is practically synonymous with
Gao’s notion of “cold literature,” which he defines as “a literature of escape,
a literature of self-survival,” or “self-salvation” (自救 zijiu), at the margins
of politics and without any responsibility to its reader (Gao 2008, 81). Exile becomes the emblem of an existential attitude: “Someone who is totally
aware of themselves is always in exile. Once you peel away those layers that
other people attach to you and reinforce, you gradually but firmly establish
your own worth—and this includes ‘self-doubt’” (Gao and Yang 2002,
120). Exile demands maintaining a mindset of permanent doubt, and
peeling away the masks of collective identities, whether national, cultural
or political.11 This wrenching away from identities is, according to Gao, a
characteristic of modern literature: “Most of the great writers of the 20th
century had experience of exile, but not one of them was solely a patriot”
(Gao and Yang 2002, 119). Reconnecting to some extent with the tradition of May Fourth, Gao defines modern literature as a break with cultural
tradition. However, at the same time, he advocates a form of intransitivity
that is at odds with May Fourth writers’ dedication to the nation: “I’d say
a writer has a responsibility only to his language; he is not responsible for
the ‘motherland,’ or the ‘people.’ A writer not only becomes removed from
the social environment of his original language, he is also removed from his
readers and essentially ends up in a state of ‘absolute separation’” (Gao and
Yang 2002, 115–16). For Gao, even the relationship to the reader is reminiscent of the fascination with collectives that characterized Mao’s theory
11

Yinde Zhang argues that the multi-faced Nuo mask described in Soul Mountain
can be understood as a metaphor for literature that shows many sides of a narrative but is not able to establish any form of testimonial “truth” behind the mask.
See Zhang 2010, 33.
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of literature, and he questions his readership just like other collectives.
These views provide a framework for the sometimes contradictory
assertions of the narrator of One Man’s Bible, for example in chapter 16:
It is your good fortune to have won the freedom to express yourself,
there are no taboos, and you can say and write whatever you want to
write. Maybe, as she had suggested, you should write all this down
for yourself, as a record. You should look with transcendent eyes
upon yourself, a man who is an animal with a consciousness, an animal stranded in the human forest (Gao 2003, 138).
Reaffirming an absolute freedom to write or not to write immediately sets
out a framework in which memory is not constrained by any collective
“duty to remember.” If a return to the past is possible, it can only take place
on a purely individual level, and with an analytical method that consists
in observing the individual who was formerly the narrator, including his
violence (“wild animal”) and without excessive leniency, since this animal
was endowed with consciousness. If these conditions are fulfilled, a return
to the past is possible as long as it does not contradict the individual’s break
with the past.
The narrator’s project is further refined in chapter 18, when he again
rejects collective narratives and argues that all historical accounts are individual:
Also, the various popular revisions of the history of the Cultural
Revolution are all different. Is it the history of the Cultural Revolution by the Red Guard Danian? […] Or is it the history of
the suffering of that abstract notion, “the people”? And do “the
people” have a history? (Gao 2003, 150–51)
His project is therefore not a history of the Cultural Revolution but the
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history of an individual. This individual sees himself in an increasingly divided fashion:
It is difficult for you to return to how it was in his mind in those
times, he has already become unfamiliar. […] You must not confuse [your] fervor with his vanity and stupidity, or hide his fear
and cowardice. […] It is he that you must allow to emerge from
your memory, that child, that youth, that immature man, that
daydreaming survivor, that arrogant fellow, and that scoundrel
who gradually became crafty. That you of the past had a conscience, and, while vestiges of kindness remained, he was wicked,
and you must not make excuses or repent for him. (Gao 2003,
182; Gao 2014b, 186)
This attempt to draw an airtight separation between the character of the
past and the character of the present determines the alternation between
“you” and “he” which structures the novel; its aim is to represent without
indulgence the past character, including those aspects which the present
narrator condemns. This separation is therefore predicated on refraining
from judging the past “he,” since “you don’t know what truth is” (Gao
2003, 195). Endorsing the posture of a writer who takes no responsibility,
the narrator argues: “you write simply to indicate that a sort of life, worse
than a quagmire, more real than an imaginary hell, more terrifying than
Judgment Day, has, in fact, existed” (Gao 2003, 195). The present narrator shall make no judgment, recognize no guilt and take no responsibility:
he is to be detached from his past alter ego, separated from him by the
watertight blanks between the chapters. This is the narrator’s challenge to
himself.
Blurring of viewpoints
However, this idea of a perfectly “cold” literature is probably an impossible
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agenda and is indeed contradicted by the novel itself. It is quite telling in
this respect that the series of injunctions (“you must”) appears post facto,
at a point when the novel is already well under way (chapter 24), just as
the ostensible justification for remembering—the encounter with Margarethe—is in fact preceded by some fragmented memories in chapter 1
that have no other justification than the opening sentence of the novel: “It
was not that he didn’t remember he once had another sort of life” (Gao
2003, 1). Furthermore, even the rigorous construction alternating between
the observing and the observed narrator ends up becoming blurred. From
chapter 27 onwards, the third person takes over, at a point in the narrative
when the Cultural Revolution spirals out of control. The formal alternation is re-established in chapter 31, but by bringing the “you” (previously
confined to even-number chapters) into an odd-number chapter, in which
“you” and “he” are depicted as mirror images mutually observing each other. The “you” continues to appear sporadically in the following chapters,
within the past narrative of the Cultural Revolution, so that the “you”
which strived to keep aloof from history seems to have become trapped
in his own narrative. “You” is only able to extricate itself from the Cultural
Revolution material in chapter 49, when Sylvie appears.
In this perspective, it is impossible to clearly separate responsibilities:
“You had to welcome being controlled by army personnel, just like you had
to take part in the parades to cheer each of Mao’s latest string of directives
released on the radio news at night” (Gao 2003, 273); “You mustn’t think,
mustn’t feel, mustn’t pour out your feelings and mustn’t be solitary!” (Gao
2003, 339) Unusually, in these two passages, it is the “you” narrator (usually situated in the present) who appears in the narrative of how the Red
Guards were repressed and of life in the countryside with Xu Qian, the
woman who tried to denounce the narrator. Conversely, the “he” narrator
is also contaminated by the shadow of the present: “He had no hometown,
because his parents were dead. And he had no family. He had no responsibilities, he was alone, but he was free and easy, he could go wherever he
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wanted, he could drift on the wind” (Gao 2003, 419). This asserted absence of a home country in chapter 56 foreshadows the later stance of the
you-narrator, echoing a similar passage in chapter 2 in the second person:
“You say that China is already very distant from you. … You say you have
no homeland” (Gao 2003, 16). In this way the paradigmatic dimension of
self-exile is reaffirmed, extending from the observing to the observed narrator, who realizes he was already without a homeland during the Cultural
Revolution. This blurring of boundaries highlights the limits of the “cold”
position of the exiled writer.
Suddenly, the positions become reversible:
Or, for a different perspective, it is you in the audience, watching
him crawl onto the stage […] it will take a little time for him to get
used to it, to see past the stage lights, and to see you sitting in the
red velvet seat in the last row of the empty theatre (Gao 2003, 251).
If the positions of observer and observed can be reversed, if the past “he”
can observe the present “you”, then dialogue and judgment become inevitable. At the end of chapter 33, “you” and “he” debate whether it is possible
not to take sides:
Then why did you rebel? Did you go up to the grinding machine to
ensure that there would be plenty of mincemeat filling for pancakes?
Looking back on those times, you can’t help asking [yourself ].
He says he had no choice, circumstances did not allow a person to be a dispassionate observer, and he knew he was just a pawn
in the movement. He suffered terribly, not because he was fighting
for the Commander in Chief, but simply in order to [survive].12
(Gao 2003, 264; Gao 2014b, 265–66).
12

Bu neng bu ziwen 不能不自問 is translated by Mabel Lee as “you can’t help asking
him”; zhi weide shengcun 只為的生存 as “but simply in order to exist.”
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Throughout this closely argued exchange, “he” always underscores that it
would have been impossible to act otherwise than he did, while “you” always points out that his stratagems proved useless. The debate ends with
a kind of stalemate: “he” laughs “bitterly,” saying that he could only be an
insect in the hive; “you” expresses his interest in observing this laughing
insect. The narrator’s two faces thus end up becoming interchangeable,
for example in the following sentence, which appears in one of the last
chapters: “He is sitting in front of you, looking right at you, and laughing
loudly in the mirror” (Gao 2003, 420). This mirror image suggests that the
“he” of the past is no more “guilty” of joining the red terror and political
myth-making than the present “you” is “innocent” and free of all memory
or connection with his past and his country. In this sense, the attempt by
the “you” narrator to symbolically end his connection with the past and
with Chinese culture can even appear as an ironic echo of the Red Guards’
acts, and of the “he” narrator’s resolution to burn photos and manuscripts
during the Cultural Revolution.13 The parallel is particularly clear in the
echoes between chapters 9 and 10.
This breakdown of the carefully-designed architecture of alternating
pronouns and the objective distance between “you” and “he” shows that it
is impossible to dissociate the present and the past, the memory of China
and the experience of exile. In the novel, exile represents an endless escape,
which will never entirely deliver the writer from the ethical and political
questions that are inseparable from his individuality. Engagement with history and distance with respect to history are not mutually exclusive: while
the distance of the exiled writer may help to avoid rash judgments, it does
not exempt him from an ethical introspection: these viewpoints end up
overlapping. In this sense, “exile” as “cold literature,” the stable position of
13

For Carlos Rojas, the burning of the maternal photograph at the beginning of the
novel epitomizes the narrator’s problematic relationship with the past in general,
and his ultimately futile attempt to erase the memory of his mother to establish his
own identity, in particular. See Rojas 2002, 164 and 202.
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an individual detached from any social and historical preoccupation, can
only point towards an “I” that remains absent and unfindable in the narrative scheme.
One Man’s Bible can indeed be read as a novel of exile in the sense that
it tries to put an end to nostalgia for China and the “China complex,” to
deal with Chinese themes even as it marks a break with China. However,
the significance of the notion of exile changes in the course of the novel.
The narrator tries to draw a clear line between memory and the present,
initially refusing to plunge back into the past and affirming his preference
for a hedonistic form of forgetting, then observing his alter ego “he” like
an insect for whom he takes no responsibility. However, the narrator ultimately proves unable to maintain his position outside of all collectives and
all political commitments. “You” ends up appearing as the mirror image
of “he,” forcing the present-day narrator to take a position in confronting
China. For the author Gao Xingjian, who has generally advocated detachment from China just like the narrator at the beginning of the novel, the
end could be seen as a form of self-irony, or an implicit confession that he
is unable to achieve his project.
The novel ends with the image of an appeased narrator for whom
China has become a purely personal construct, “possessed by you alone,”
and unconnected with reality, as it “has nothing to do with the country”
(Gao 2003, 443). This assumed cosmopolitanism seems to echo Said’s joy
of exile. At the same time, this fictional ending also raises questions about
the ethical stance of the narrator: “You vomit up the folly of politics, yet, at
the same time, you manufacture another sort of lie in literature, for literature is a lie that hides the writer’s ulterior motive for profit or fame” (Gao
2003,196). The narrator and, consequently, the writer, cannot stand entirely outside the fictional game without becoming ethically compromised:
Sincerity is the same for the poet and the novelist. The writer hides
like a photographer hides behind the camera, affecting impartiality
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and detachment behind an objective camera, but what is projected
on the negative is still self-love and self-pity, masturbation and sadism (Gao 2003, 197).
In this sense, self-exile is impossible, even in fiction, however cold it may be.
Although Gao rejects the aesthetics of denunciation, which he considers
mendacious—“to articulate pain in order to alleviate pain seems to make
pain bearable,” (Gao 2003, 196) to make such an assertion is already an
ethical judgment. For a protagonist who has experienced the Cultural Revolution, even breaking with the past is still an ironic echo of how the Red
Guards would burn old photos, documents and artifacts, and as such is
ethically unsustainable.
As suggested by Said as well as in Gao’s post-Nobel essay “Literature
and Testimony,” exile may be more productively understood as an invitation to explore alternative, fragmented and personal histories, if not as a
citizen, then at least as an individual. In this sense, it would be misleading
to describe the engagement with China in One Man’s Bible as a simply a
failure to cut ties and a return to the “obsession with China.” The narrator
returns to China not through a collective narrative or as a representative of
his nation, but by pursuing an individual, fragmented path. In this process,
he not only confronts his present experience with the guilt deriving from
his memories of the Cultural Revolution, but also comes to understand
that, during the time of the Cultural Revolution, he was already in exile
within China. In this sense, and also for the author Gao Xingjian, exile may
not only be aporetic and ironic, but also ultimately liberating.14

14

An earlier version of this essay appeared in French under the title “Fuite sans fin et
exil impossible: Le Livre d’un homme seul de Gao Xingjian,” in Dans le Dehors du
monde, edited by Jean-Pierre Morel, et al. It has been entirely revised and considerably expanded.
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